
Raising the Flag 
 

Fewer rules give greater latitude in raising a flag on an outside flagpole, as 
opposed to posting a flag indoors.  The only considerations are simple and 
consistent: 

1. Don’t salute a folded flag. 
2. Any narrative or “program” should be done before the flag is 

raised. 
3. Salute when colors are either presented* or raised**. 
4. All uniformed participants look straight ahead on level sight; don’t 

raise your head to follow the flag upward. 
5. Maintain salute until the raising and any accompaniment is 

completed. 
6. The colors are to be raised “briskly” and lowered slowly. 
7. The folded flag is still brought forward between two color guards. 
8. Colors are to be lowered at sunset. 
9. At the sound of the bugle, all participants face the flagpole from 

where ever they are and stand at attention without saluting, as the 
colors are lowered  (even when you are at a remote camp). 

 
 
 
*Colors can be ceremoniously “presented” and snapped open when unfolded 
and further narration or program can be presented before flag is raised. 
**Colors may be raised slowly until completely unfolded, then hoisted 
briskly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Retiring Colors* 
 
     There are two ceremonies called “Retiring Colors”.  The first and most frequent is the 
retiring of colors at the conclusion of each meeting or event at which colors are posted or 
raised.  The second is the permanent or final retiring of worn out flags. 
 
First, we’ll treat the more common retiring of colors, at the conclusion of meetings. 
There are only three commands to be given, but at least one is often excluded.  The first 
command is for the Color Guard to assemble.  This they do AT the flag.  Then the 
command “Retrieve Colors” must be given, at which command, the optional flag must be 
retrieved first, then the American Flag removed from the stand immediately after.  The 
final command is simply: “Color Guard, Retire Colors” at which time the audience 
should stand, but not salute, as the colors should be furled. 
When the flag is removed from the meeting hall, it must be “sleeved” or put into a 
protective cover, in order to be put away.  Never lean against a wall without the 
protective sleeve or cover.  WITH the cover, it may be placed in the back of a truck. 
 
The permanent retirement of flags must hold to the ruling that we never burn the flag.  
What must be done prior to the ceremony is for the field of blue to be removed from the 
flag.  Then the red and white stripes separated.   If the flag is not made of sewn together 
stripes but is merely painted on, it is NOT an official flag, but is merely a replica and is 
not to be afforded the ceremonial retirement. 
It is highly recommended that each color be burned separately, reverently, and 
ceremoniously, while the words to “Colors” are read, one color at a time, while taps is 
being sounded in close proximity. 
The most important rule to be observed is that this fire be a ceremonial fire only, and not 
a cooking fire.  Nor can the fire be extinguished; it must be left to burn out. 
 
*Technically speaking “Retiring the Colors” is the ceremony at the conclusion of a 
meeting where colors were posted, where the permanent retiring of a flag is not 
retiring the colors, but “Retiring a Flag.”  But these two terms are used so 
interchangeably it can be confusing.  Flags other than “The Colors” should not be 
retired in the same fashion, as that would demote the respect we owe our Nation’s 
Colors**. 
 
**Our nation’s colors are red, white, and blue.  NOT GOLD.  Gold trim is not part of our 
nation’s flag.  It was originally used to signify Martial Law.  It represents government, 
not citizenship.  It must NOT be included in any of the ceremonies designated as Posting 
or Retiring of Colors. 
 


